Chapter 5
The Bush Neocons may be Intentionally undermining our Military Strength and the
National Security of this Nation with their GREED

You are probably not going to like what you are about to read. As of the day I wrote this there
were 104 dead American soldiers in Afghanistan, 648 dead in Iraq, 3,500 officially recognized
wounded in Iraq and the evacuations due to health reasons has topped 12,000 of our troops. If the
evacuations are added in for places like the Philippines, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, etc. the
number is much higher. If the Pentagon was to admit the problems going on right now with
troops that have just returned from deployment, or are in the process of being deployed right now,
the numbers turn into pure “Shock & Awe” with a strong twist of disgust.
There are also some very serious trend lines developing that suggest that many of our young
troops are going to have serious health problems and this fact is being withheld from the public
by our “secretive President” and the Pentagon.
I have had some things shared with me that might explain what the root cause of that problem is
and it is not a pretty picture.
We have a Mr. Secrecy President that wants all of America to be vaccinated against the
boogeyman threat of anthrax, while at the same time sequestering information behind secrecy,
Executive Orders, stalling investigations that might directly implicate his own family and Bush
Buddies that stand to make a lot of money with his next mangled utterance of the English
language. I have a problem with that secrecy and that agenda when his father is directly involved
with one of the behind the scenes anthrax players and others are major campaign contributors.
I am not risking my health for Bush Agendas for reasons you are about to read about. Idiotic
policies coming out of the Bush – Rumsfeld Neocon war plan may have screwed up the health of
my only child and my having grandchildren and joy in my life and retirement years. You are
about to find out what I mean and why I feel that way.
I will explain the foregoing comment in detail at the end of this chapter. After having read this
chapter, you will understand completely.
There are “standing orders” to not disclose certain things to the media or American public, to not
make any “official medical chain of evidence” that might raise question to the honor, integrity
and negligence of our President, the Carlyle Group, George H.W. Bush and BioPort, Rumsfeld
and our Pentagon and others, where “military intelligence” has been said to be an oxymoron. At
the very least, I am of the opinion that “military intelligence” is at best a contradiction in terms.
As the puzzle that I am going to share with you assembled and the picture became clear to see, I
have now become an American citizen that is furious at how despicable some of our leaders are
in this nation and how willfully negligent they are when facts are staring them square in the face
and they continue forward knowing that it is wrong to do so.
The medical evidence is piling up fast, but not “officially”, and there are certain things that our
U.S. government does not want you and I to know as citizens of this nation. They are even
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withholding information from the troops about their true medical condition and medical
diagnosis.
If you can read what I am about to disclose and still vote for Bush – Cheney, I submit that you do
not care about our soldiers either or maybe do not even care about America. Much of what I am
about to share with you comes from US Army medical personnel that were stationed at
Landstuhl, Germany to provide medical support for our sick and injured troops from Iraq,
Afghanistan and other places offshore we have troops deployed.
At stake is the health of our entire military force and the National Security of the United States of
America. It is going downhill fast and we have Clinton and the Bush Family and friends, the
greedy Neocons, and the Rumsfeld gang to thank for that.

The Anthrax Mystery
It is bad enough that someone created the “Anthrax Scare” in America just after September 11,
2001, and it is highly questionable where such a person could have obtained that deadly powder
of that particular Ames Strain of anthrax. It is a very short list. That two of the possible
“suspects” (BioPort and Porton), are controlled by Faud El Hibri, former Joint Chiefs Chairman
Adm. William J. Crowe and Carlyle Group, of which George H.W. Bush is a member and
profiting from being “sole source provider” of the “anthrax vaccine” to our Defense Department,
and that they all stand to gain via an “Anthrax Scare” is bad enough. There are only about 10-12
available sources 1 , but wait until you read the rest of the story about the anthrax vaccine.
A former Clinton appointee Adm. William J. Crowe is an investor in BioPort owning 13%, as is
the Carlyle Group (of which George H.W. Bush is a partner, advisor and influence peddler) and
the bin Laden family 2 was there to up until the events of September 11 caused too much
embarrassment for all concerned. Of course, since they are using offshore domiciles in the
Netherlands Antilles, all one would have to do is change a few things and Osama bin Laden and
Saddam Hussein himself could be co-owners and we would not know it unless our Super Secret
Strategery President or one of the owners divulged it.
If you recall in Chapter 3, Retired Admiral William J. Crowe was one of the persons working
along with Donald Rumsfeld in the sale of the biological and chemical weapons to Iraq to be used
against Iran in the Iran – Iraq War 3 that spanned the period from 1980-1988. That was of course
during the Reagan Administration and by merely peeling a little bit more back from the onion it is
easy to find that was when George H. W. Bush was Director of the CIA. Now, if one reflects on
that a moment it becomes a little bit easier to understand why Little George Bush wants to seal
and slap “SECRET” on records even going back to his father’s time at the CIA.
This is a vaccine that all of our troops, all of the embedded reporters are forced to take and one
that the Bush Administration would like to “compel upon all Americans” because of the “Anthrax
boogeyman threat”.

1

http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/A36408-2001Nov29?language=printer
http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/binladenprofits.html
3
http://www.fas.org/man/dod-101/ops/war/iran-iraq.htm
2
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According to a Washington Post article 4 , the following is an extracted and re-compiled list of
possible sources and possible suspects as to where someone might have obtained that particular
strain of anthrax to have “attacked America”:
1.
The Department of Agriculture researchers in Ames, Iowa, where the strain was first
isolated.
2.
The U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID) at Fort
Detrick, MD that conducted the first research on that particular strain.
3.
Porton in the UK, now controlled by the syndicate that includes El Hibri, did include the
bin Laden family, and still includes Ret Admiral William J. Crowe, the Carlyle Group, of which
George H. W. Bush is a member.
4.
BioPort in Michigan, the “sole source provider” of that anthrax vaccine to the Defense
Department and also that includes El Hibri, did include the bin Laden family until 9-11 became
such an embarrassment, and still includes Ret Admiral William J. Crowe, the Carlyle Group, of
which George H. W. Bush is a member.
5.
A BioPort competitor - Battelle Corp., a major government contractor that manages
Energy Department laboratories and operates the Chemical and Biological Information Analysis
Center for the Defense Department, was planning to use the strain in developing vaccines.
6.
The UK based Center for Applied Microbiology and Research that got theirs from
Porton.
7.
The UK based Chemical Defence Establishment, which used the bacteria to test vaccines
for troops and apparently got theirs from Porton as well.
8.
Martin E. Hugh-Jones, an anthrax researcher at Louisiana State University. Jones
recently said he received the Ames strain in the late 1990s from microbiologist Peter Turnbull,
who was then at Porton Down.
9.

A lab at Northern Arizona University in Flagstaff.

10.
Defence Research Establishment Suffield, a Canadian biodefense institute that received
Ames in 1998.
11.

The U.S. Army Dugway Proving Ground, a test facility in the State of Utah.

12.

University of New Mexico Health Sciences Center, an Albuquerque research institute.

13.
One other possible source is Degussa, AG, a German chemical company 5 that
reportedly “weaponized” this particular strain. That information may or may not be accurate and
cannot be corroborated unless someone at the UK or US government level discloses who in fact
did the contract to weaponize the Ames strain of anthrax.

4
5

http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/A36408-2001Nov29?language=printer
http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/1030042/posts
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Regardless, it is a very short list and has the potential for “exclusivity” and “sole source provider”
for BioPort and the possibility of “eliminating competition” from Battelle. On the other hand,
there is the possible motive for Battelle to try to wedge into the action, which could be hugely
profitable. We have two “exclusive sole source providers” under common ownership (Porton
and BioPort 6 ) to our Department of Defense and we have one potential competitor (Battelle)
that wants to make anthrax vaccine. Ruling out disgruntled workers at US and UK facilities, or
the one Canadian facility, those three firms are the ones that have the most economic gain to be
realized due to the anthrax scare and a probable policy push by the Bush Administration that all
Americans need to take that vaccine, one which his Daddy owns an indirect interest in the
company. As they say, follow the money.
Conveniently left off that short list is DynPort Vaccine, LLC, formed in 1997 and a joint venture
of DynCorp, a major Bush backer and owned now by Computer Sciences Corporation, also a
major Bush backer, and Ipsen, a company based in the UK where they merged or backed Porton
into Ipsen without any public announcement of that event. I thought it was odd to have missed
what might be the real game, the real story; i.e. DynCorp and BioPort in bed together.
I did not realize just how cozy Computer Sciences Corporation is with the current administration
until one of my companies made a proposal to the National Guard Bureau and DARPA and
within 36 hours we were asked to provide full pricing and specifications for a UAV project that
could have saved many of the lives of our troops. We were bounced from group to group until
finally landing at Rapid Equipping Force 7 , a little known part of the DoD headed by Col. Bruce
Jette and the XO of that group is John Spiller, a private sector person with Reger Associates. We
were assigned a Computer Science Corporation person named John Geddes as our REF Project
Facilitator and the project died on the vine, while Americans kept dying in Iraq. There is a
separate chapter on this matter latter on in the book regarding Project Medusa and you will learn
about DoD Pet Projects and how our troops rarely get what is needed.
The machinations going on between BioPort (the purported sole–source provider) and CSC
owned DynCorp has every appearance of being yet another “strategery” to make BioPort a shell
(that is where all of the lawsuits are being filed and when all is said and done, will be seeking
billions in damages), and protecting the owners, i.e. Admiral William J. Crowe, retired, Carlyle
Group / George H.W. Bush, and now DynCorp / Computer Sciences Corporation. Just to keep
the record straight that scum does not reside only in the Right Wing, Mr. Crowe is a Clintonoid
that maintains some interesting contacts 8 and was the Clinton appointee 9 as ambassador to the
U.K. and recipient of the Presidential Medal of Freedom, America's highest civilian award, from
President Clinton. Both the Left and the Right are the problem.
I have been trying to get the Liberal Left to wake up and smell the coffee for years, and many on
the Conservative Right too. Crowe is what I call “an ideologically unreliable Republican” and he
is very tight with Clinton. Many times when the Liberal Left is howling about the Conservatives
and the “perceived rape” they are enduring, it is not Bush and the Conservatives that are nailing
you in the backside. It is Clinton and his wealthy scumbag friends. When it comes to plundering
America and Americans [you and me] these people know no ideological boundaries. To them it
is pure greed and lots of money and politics is merely a means to pull the wool over your eyes
6

http://edwardjayepstein.com/question_anthrax4.htm
http://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/article.cfm?Id=1342
8
http://www.namebase.org/cgi-bin/nb06?_CROWE_WILLIAM_J%20JR%20%28ADM%29
9
http://www.americanfreepress.net/Alternative_Health/U_S__Anthrax_Vaccine_Maker_Cal/u_s__anthrax_vaccine_ma
ker_cal.html
7
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and sweet talk you while they are screwing America, you and me to death. “$$$” replaces
“Dem” or “Rep” on an equal basis and who loses is America and the citizens of this nation.
The FBI is no closer to solving the Anthrax Scare now than they were, but we can probably all
rest assured that if the investigation starts pointing towards BioPort and Carlyle / Daddy George
H W Bush, our President will probably issue another Executive Order classifying that information
back to at least the date of his birth to “protect Daddy”. He has already issued an Executive
Order relating to Iraq and 9-11 matters going all the way back to the Reagan Administration when
his father was Director of the CIA, Rumsfeld and Crowe were selling chemical and biological
weapons to Saddam Hussein, and protecting matters relating to Desert Storm in 1991. By the
way, Rumsfeld was also part of that team that sold Saddam CBW to use against Iran along with
BioPort co-owner Ret Admiral William J. Crowe during the Reagan Administration. See how
incestuous these “defense relationships” are?
To paraphrase former Senator Lloyd Bentsen and Forrest Gump in a single statement, “George H
W Bush, George W Bush, I know Ronald Reagan and you are no Ronald Reagan. That’s all I
have to say about that.”
Ever since he became president and embarked on this GWOT and his version of the Neocon
Strategery, Bush has been exercising what some have called the Bush Family “Secrecy is
Forever” Doctrine 10 . President Bush in November 2001 changed the interpretation of the
Presidential Records Act, which allowed the President’s father to maintain the secrecy of his
Presidential records well beyond the 12-year period established by law. If the records of
Presidents Nixon, Carter, and Reagan could be released after 12 years, why should the Bush
family records be any different unless they have something to hide?
Thanks to Bush stalling on the 9-11 investigation, the Iraqi WMD investigation, and anything else
that comes up that would shed some light on where Bush thinks he is leading this nation, other
than into the poorhouse and making his rich contributors even richer, we seem to have hit a
“information black hole” with our self proclaimed Emperor Bush and must dig the information
out ourselves to glean the truth.
Before any American citizen even thinks about allowing that anthrax vaccine to be given to them,
they need to read on and pay very close attention, and “Just Say No” to dangerous drugs. It may
kill you or ruin your life just as it has many others.
There has been a book written about this wonderful insider deal anthrax vaccine 11 and the
following is part of a teaser from a site selling that book:
“Is the anthrax vaccine as bad as people say it is? No – it’s worse, says author
Lt. Col. Thomas S. Heemstra, author of, Anthrax: A Deadly Shot in the Dark:
Unmasking the Truth Behind a Deadly Vaccine.”
This came from another source 12 and there are many highlighting these facts trying to get to the
truth:

10

http://clark04.com/downloads/pdf/Clark04_GovtOpenness.pdf
http://www.deadlyshot.com/
12
http://www.disinfopedia.org/wiki.phtml?title=Ibrahim_El-Hibri
11
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“After the attacks of September 11th, President George Walker Bush placed
BioPort’s North Lansing laboratory under protection, invoking the national
interest. Interestingly enough, the Italian magazine Il Manifesto reported, in its
October issue, that this happened at the same time that the FBI also placed the El
Hibri’s at the top of their list of suspects for sending anthrax spores through the
mail system. “
There is one possible reason why our President does not want anyone looking into the matter
since BioPort and George Herbert Walker Bush are connected via Carlyle Group.
Nothing impresses me more than to see present and former military persons stand up for those
that are currenlty in uniform and being treated wrong or shabbily by the current occupant of the
White House after they have served this nation and remain vigilant because they know that there
are some real “sleaze persons” in the DoD, our government and certain defense contractors:
WILFULLY RISKING THE HEALTH OF THE US MILITARY 13
by: MAJ GLENN MacDONALD, USAR (Ret)
Al Capone would have been proud.

Former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Adm. William J. Crowe Jr. was
part of the crew that sold Saddam Hussein the deadly means to wage war with
anthrax germs. That's when the United States wanted the "Butcher of Baghdad"
to use anthrax on Iran.
Now the admiral, who shocked political observers by endorsing Bill "I loathe the
military" Clinton in 1992 and was rewarded the following year with the post of
ambassador to Great Britain, gets a "sweetheart deal" from the Pentagon to
produce a questionable "vaccine" that is supposed to "protect" the nation's
military from the deadly organisms.
13

http://militarycorruption.com/greed.htm
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Not only does Crowe and his mysterious pal Faud El-Hibri get an exclusive
multi-million dollar contract to produce anthrax vaccine, but the Government
agrees to pay triple the original cost in the contract, from $3.50 a dose, to over
ten dollars! This, after the company Crowe and El-Hibri partly own - Bioport of
Lansing, Mich. - was temporarily shut down by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) after it failed an inspection in November.
A Dose of Reality
By Timothy W. Maier 14
Many of our troops refer to themselves as “the Walking Dead” 15 . In an in depth article in
Insight Magazine journalist Timothy Maier covers a broad range of reactions regarding this
vaccine and hits at a key point that I have been following closely due to who I know and what
access I have to information. Later in this document you will be reading about Captain Jason
M. Nietupski. 16 When you read about him and what has happened to him keep in mind that he
was deployed to South Korea and there was absolutely no reason whatsoever to force him to take
vaccinations for anthrax or small pox with him being deployed to South Korea, other than money
to defense contractors that make those vaccines.
Most reporters have been covering this story as one of “oversight” or “expediency” or
“negligence”, but I see something else entirely. I see a group of people who are systematically
undermining the strength of this nation as part of an agenda, one driven by greed, arrogance of
power and a vision of a “New World Order” that is bordering on insane. The vision they are
after is not even close to being an America that I would even want to live in.
One of the BioPort employees is now dead, that has not been getting nationwide coverage in our
media, and the Medical Examiner 17 covering that death has specifically linked the death to the
BioPort Anthrax Vaccine.
None of that is prima facea remarkable until one hears, as Paul Harvey likes to say “the rest of
the story”.
BioPort has received repeated financial bailouts from DoD
That fact alone has politics, pet project, wealthy insider and a few other less civil things written
all over it. BioPort has been repeatedly in front of Congress to explain itself and its conduct, 18
its failure to deliver a quality product, and again and again the DoD has stepped in to bail them
out with more taxpayer money and stick with them as the sole supplier of the anthrax vaccine.
This could be yet another “scarcity strategeries” to make the price really shoot up, like with oil
and gas. It would be one thing if BioPort actually developed and owned the anthrax technology
but it does not. This was developed in a government lab, handed over to insiders and this
BioPort / Carlyle / Crowe team that have yet to get anything done right but line their
pockets with taxpayer money and provide an unsafe product 19 .
Negligence, Greed, and Price Gouging
14

http://www.insightmag.com/main.cfm?include=displaystaffbio&authorid=34672
http://www.insightmag.com/main.cfm?include=detail&storyid=124657
16
http://www.ngwrc.org/Issues.cfm?NewsTopicID=18
17
http://militarycorruption.com/anthraxvaccine.htm
18
http://www.wired.com/news/conflict/0,2100,47410,00.html
19
http://www.avip2001.net/DOCS/GAO000414.pdf
15
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AmericanFreePress.net 20 reports that lawsuits are already mounting against BioPort and DoD as
a result of deaths and medical complications that have been caused by this vaccine. In the midst
of those legal actions, there are still many questions about this company, its product, its billing,
where taxpayer money is going and a full disclosure of who all of the owners are and who is
benefiting from this obvious “insider deal”. Like the death throes of a moth flying into a flame,
they have escalated billing rates while still failing to produce a quality end product. Some of us
are left to presume they are profiteering to pay for their upcoming legal bills, which they alone
are responsible for, not the taxpayers or the soldiers they have harmed.
The anthrax vaccine produced by BioPort has escalated in price almost 300% when our troop
deployments began and created more demand. However, their contract was to deliver a specified
number of inoculations at a specified price. Rather than do that, they have collaborated with
Defense Department insiders to escalate the price without telling anyone in advance and DoD just
doling out more taxpayer money for a questionable product. At times they have even gone
jointly before Congress 21 asking for yet more money and still not delivering what the contract
calls for either in product quality, functionality, or per the terms of the contract that BioPort
entered into.
Once a person or group gets into that “inner circle” of defense contractors, the billing multiples
go up, the profits become obscene and if they provide a crappy product, the military and the
taxpayers get the shaft to support pet projects that would never survive in the private sector.

FDA approval granted without testing
In its haste to push this vaccine and order U.S. troops to take it, the normal FDA approval 22
process was expedited and appropriate testing was not performed. Even after problems began to
be known neither the FDA, DoD nor BioPort have backed up to re-evaluate their actions, this
vaccine, or the present and long-term medical complications it is causing and more importantly,
known to be causing to our military troops 23 .

BioPort will not even stay within the SPECS of their crappy product

SQUALENE CONFIRMED IN ANTHRAX VACCINE AFTER NUMEROUS
PENTAGON DENIALS 24
Representative Jack Metcalf of the State of Washington revealed in a report Thursday
that the FDA found squalene in the anthrax vaccine being forced upon the U.S. military
on pain of court martial and/or dishonorable discharge.
The FDA confirmed the presence of squalene in the anthrax vaccine by using a more
sensitive test than one used by the Pentagon. Squalene is NOT an FDA-approved
20

http://www.americanfreepress.net/Alternative_Health/U_S__Anthrax_Vaccine_Maker_Cal/u_s__anthrax
_vaccine_maker_cal.html
21
http://www.bioport.com/NewsRoom/NewsReleases/AVAProgram/1999-Jun30.asp
22
http://www.corp-research.org/feb03.htm
23
http://www.whale.to/vaccine/anthrax4.html
24
http://militarycorruption.com/squalene.htm
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substance and its consequences on health are unknown. As a vaccine booster ingredient,
it is thought to increase immunity, but its use has been denied time and again by the
Pentagon. Congressman Metcalf again called on the Pentagon to immediately HALT the
anthrax vaccine program until the squalene source is identified and its health
consequences studied.
The revelation on squalene more clearly establishes that the Pentagon may be conducting
"medical experiments" on service members. Other Congressional hearings have already
established that the Pentagon conducted de facto experiments because it avoided
organization-level FDA review before changing the way the vaccine is used and
administered.
The exodus of hundreds of military members, including many officers and skilled pilots,
over the vaccine demonstrates the gravity of this issue as it relates to Pentagon
"integrity" and the overall national defense capability. Young people thinking of joining
the military may decline a tour or career when faced with such questionable and risky
employment treatment. The recruiting impacts of this issue are highlighted by House and
Senate Armed Services Committee testimony that the military may need up to 50,000
more members to meet current global obligations.

Did I mention that Crowe was part of the group that sold Saddam Hussein biological and
chemical weapons to use against Iran in the Iraq – Iran War? Donald Rumsfeld was part of
that group too. That may explain why we have yet another “Where’s Waldo?” game going
on over at DoD and since Daddy Bush is part of Carlyle Group, over at the Oval Office too.

Justly Criticized but Positioned already to stay in the “sole source provider” game
The Institute of Medicine concludes in a 1998 report, "The U.S. should place greater priority on
developing, manufacturing and stockpiling an improved anthrax vaccine." An estimated 20
companies, including BioPort, federal organizations and universities are working toward a
possible next generation vaccine, which reportedly may or may not be more effective. One of
these companies is Dynport Vaccine LLC 25 , a joint venture of defense contractor DynCorp
and El-Hibri's former employer Porton International. (Author’s Note: Porton, a company now
owned by the Crowe – El Hibri consortium through secret and undisclosed Netherlands Antilles
holding company.)
DynCorp / CSC is a major Bush campaign contributor [Pioneer level], raking in big dollars as a
result of Bush Policy in Iraq, Afghanistan, and other foreign places and in the U.S. and now
trying to maneuver to get into the “dirty vaccine” market through this “insider joint venture”.
Let us not change the vaccine, let us change the legal entity and leave the liability back with
BioPort and keep right on plundering the taxpayers and endangering the present and long-term
health of our military forces. What is described above is a means of trying to frustrate
jurisdiction, venue, and seizure of assets under judgment orders when they lose the lawsuits. It is
a very old trick.
This is the type of sleaze that our president means when he says “strategery” and he is not about
to support bringing “rule of law” against his father, Carlyle, major campaign contributors, etc.

25

http://www.corp-research.org/feb03.htm
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Words of Advice to all of the Future Plaintiffs against DoD and BioPort

I am a recognized expert in multi-jurisdictional and triangulated securities fraud schemes,
including international securities fraud schemes. I recognize this technique from the “dot.com”
blow up and the telecom scams that followed a similar path on each one that was in fact a
carefully engineered fraud and had as a feature means of frustrating jurisdiction, venue and
enforcement of judgments. There is a way to get justice, but not the normal court lawsuit route.
All military personnel who have filed lawsuits against BioPort and DoD regarding this anthrax
vaccine and the effects it has had on your health need to be aware of the following information
under this subsection and notify your present or future attorneys.
BioPort, El Hibri, Crowe, Carlyle, et al are already taking steps quietly behind the scenes to
frustrate jurisdiction, venue, proper naming of defendants and collection of judgment awards
from US Courts relating to this vaccine and the damage it is doing to our military personnel.
For example, Dynport Vaccine, LLC was formed as a joint venture of BioPort and DynCorp, a
wholly owned subsidiary of Computer Sciences Corporation. Both DynCorp and CSC are major
defense contractors and major backers of the Bush Administration. Name all Defendants!
DynPort is probably the primary vaccine maker now and BioPort a shell to take all of the
litigation actions and judgments and there will be nothing there to collect. It is an old strategy
and it is a sleazy strategy that allows many bad actors to walk free on serious wrongdoing.
On the DynPort website 26 is discloses that Porton International Inc is a wholly-owned subsidiary
of Ipsen, one of Europe’s largest pharmaceutical companies and that DynCorp is Computer
Sciences Corporation owned. El Hibri and Crowe controlled BioPort, Porton and Speywood
Holdings 27 and they have done something to change that and keep it quiet if Porton is now a
wholly owned subsidiary of Ipsen. There is no public announcement found that they backed
Speywood into Ipsen either through sale or merger or just devising a means to distance
themselves from liability by hiding behind corporate veils.
“Porton International Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Ipsen, one of Europe's
largest pharmaceutical companies.”
On the Ipsen website the following is revealed:
“Ipsen Ltd formerly traded as Speywood Pharmaceuticals in the UK. The Ipsen
name was adopted after the company joined the Beaufour Ipsen group.”
Another website relating to nanotechnology 28 discloses that this joint venture was formed in
1997 and may well be an intentional effort to put many obstacles between the owners and the
many soldiers that have had their health ruined by BioPort and DoD. The actual “doer” might be
DynCorp and BioPort may well be turning into a shell to take the litigation and judgment hits and
nothing collected by the plaintiffs who have had their health ruined by these greedy whores.

26

http://www.dynport.com/
http://edwardjayepstein.com/question_anthrax4.htm
28
http://nanotechwire.com/company.asp?cid=453
27
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“DynPort Vaccine Company
http://www.dynport.com/
DynPort Vaccine Company LLC (DVC) is a biopharmaceutical company dedicated to
the development and licensure of safe and efficacious biodefense vaccines for the
U.S. Department of Defense through the Joint Vaccine Acquisition Program (JVAP),
and civilian populations. DVC is a joint venture between Computer Sciences
Corporation (NYSE:CSC), one of the world's leading information technology (IT)
service companies, and Porton International Inc., a leading vaccine development
company focused on the development of biodefense vaccines. Founded in 1997,
DVC employs 135 professionals at its headquarters in Frederick, Md. “

One has to remember at this point that BioPort and Porton are controlled by the same people;
Admiral William Crowe, Retired, Faud and Ibrihim El-Hibri, Carlyle Group and other
unannounced secret owners. We dig deep enough we might even find people like James Baker,
or George H W Bush lurking as offshore owners.
In addition to the UAV Project Medusa, I own 20% and am the Chief Operating Officer of the
world’s most advanced carbon nanotube manufacturing process, i.e. nanotechnology. These guys
are treading into turf we know exceedingly well and have what no other company in the world
has – a commercial production process that is actually three inventions available to no other
company that makes >99.5% pure carbon nanotubes in the “first run” process and does not
require acid rinse to increase purity.
Our closest competitor, CNI of Houston, TX produces around 50% purity and after one or two
acid rinse processes that introduce yet a different type of impurity, gets up to about 70-75% pure.
What you are about to see are independent laboratory photographs taken by electron microscope
comparing the CNI 29 product to ours. You will see the difference in what >99.5% purity versus
CNI looks like under an electron microscope.
AFM Comparative Study of Carbon Nanotubes Produced by Different Methods

1. CNI Tubes @ Rice – Produced by Laser Irradiation
Note: The tubes were purified before being analyzed by AFM. The white dots are
metal catalyst particles or unreacted carbon.

29

http://www.cnanotech.com/
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The picture above is CNI and the bright spots are impurities. The picture below is our process.
Carbon Nanotubes Produced by Chemical Vapor Deposition Method with Inductive
Heating

Note: The tubes were purified before being analyzed by AFM. The large bundles
represent agglomerated tubes and impurities less than one-half of one percent. We
invented the formula and the inductive heating process.
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Those two photographs may not seem like much to the average reader, but carbon nanotubes have
very specific properties and the impurities prevent certain scientific and biomedical advances
from occurring. When dealing at the molecular level, even a stray nucleus, proton, electron, or
chemical molecule can prevent certain atomic level interactions from occurring. While others are
still trying to get the purity problem solved we are now moving forward with over 30 patent
applications and completely new technological achievements each of which is a huge new market
and employment generator unto itself.
CNI just happens to be collocated in a Kellogg Brown & Root 30 plant (Halliburton) in Houston,
TX. I can assure every American that the last thing they want or desire is to have Halliburton
involved in the future of your health care in any form or fashion. Carbon nanotubes have huge
biomedical applications. We have two cancer cell killing nanobot patents pending right now that
target and destroy malignant cells and only malignant cells. We have many other patents about to
be filed. We are the leading paradigm in the industry of the future.
We do not have any Nobel laureates on our staff of PhD and technology experts, such as Richard
E. Smalley 31 , Rice University of Houston, TX, but what we do have is light years ahead of CNI,
Halliburton and Kellogg Brown & Root. We have a team of “doers” that believe in doing it right.
I can assure readers that CNI is no longer the “preeminent world producer 32 ” in this technology
space that they claim to be. But then, they are related to Halliburton and it seems to be
preeminent in only one thing, greed.
For those readers that are really paying attention to this book and what has been disclosed and the
“connect the dots” that do not add up to anything funny, I am sure you have noticed that there is
not much to laugh about thus far. However, when you get to the chapter on The Myopic Bush
Energy Policy, some of you are in for hoots and guffaws galore.
There is something going on in our R&D section that could well make all of that Caspian Sea
Basin oil and gas worth far less than what these greedy people are lusting after.
I believe God works in strange and wonderful ways, and in one way or another punishes the
wicked in ways both harsh and hilarious. I believe for Bush & Co, that punishment will be both.

Lawsuit filed claiming negligence against DoD and BioPort and wrongful death.
As reported in AmericanFreePress.net 33 lawsuits have been filed on behalf of one soldier that
has had major health problems following the anthrax vaccine and on behalf of another that is now
dead and the family is suing for negligence and wrongful death.

30

http://www.cnanotech.com/pages/about/4-0_about.html; CNI has multiple process units in facilities owned by
Kellogg, Brown and Root, where CNI has also leased space for offices, laboratories and pilot plant operations.
31
http://www.cnanotech.com/pages/about/4-1_background.html; The company was founded in 2000 and has an
exclusive, worldwide license from Rice University for a broad array of technology developed by Professor Richard E.
Smalley, a 1996 Nobel Laureate.
32
http://www.cnanotech.com/pages/about/4-0_about.html; CNI is the preeminent world producer of Buckytubes.
33
http://www.americanfreepress.net/Alternative_Health/U_S__Anthrax_Vaccine_Maker_Cal/u_s__anthrax_vaccine_m
aker_cal.html
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The plaintiffs 34 are the heirs of Army Spc. Sandra Larson of Spokane, Wash., who died on June
12, 2000, and Ronda Wilson, of Savannah, Ga., a former soldier whose chronic ill health
allegedly resulted from the vaccine.
Here is a “brain damaged” DoD policy
All U.S. military personnel are issued a “Yellow Card”, otherwise known as their Personnel
Vaccination Record card.
If a hapless soldier happens to be walking around a base, or shows up for weekend Reserve or
National Guard exercises and does not have that card in their possession, and the “local brass”
have decided that on that day they are going to make damned sure they have “vaccinated the
troops”, they will not accept your word that you have already been inoculated. They will
administer all of the shots to you again.
Knowing what you know thus far and what has been disclosed thus far, that is just “doubling the
likelihood” that some soldiers have just had their health status doubly jeopardized by “idiotic
routine procedures”. What is worse, they know there are big problems with this vaccine and just
keep slamming it home to our troops.
Instead of worrying about Iraqi democracy, idiotic Neocon strategeries, invading Iran, Syria and
the colossal Caspian Sea Basin oil mega-deal, our troops need to be home and under full medical
evaluation right now. That is the best reason in the world to bring them home and bring them all
home, right now.
They have just deployed 105,000 troops into Iraq, knowing full well that there is no WMD to be
found. They compelled every one of those troops to take this despicable “insider anthrax
vaccine” knowing over the past six months that it is a killer. They gave that vaccine to the troops
now headed into Iraq over the past 6 months.
Pneumonia Mystery
UPI reported in August 2003 35 that medical teams had been sent due to about 100 cases of
pneumonia that had been contracted by our troops in Iraq and Afghanistan. That number is now
in the thousands of cases of pneumonia 36 , but this particular pneumonia is proving out in the
Landstuhl Regional Medical Center (a DoD hospital being used for Iraq and Afghanistan
casualties and other health issues) to be something quite unusual. They are running tests and
there is no bacterium or virus present in these thousands of cases of pneumonia.
What is a commonality is that all of the troops were forced to take the anthrax vaccine shortly
before being deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan. I personally know one US soldier that has had
this mystery pneumonia four times while deployed to Iraq since March 2003.

34

http://www.vaccinationnews.com/DailyNews/October2001/BioportFacesLawsuitOverVax.htm
http://www.upi.com/view.cfm?StoryID=20030804-044101-7879r
36
http://www.upi.com/view.cfm?StoryID=20030915-014545-8114r; nurses from Landstuhl confirmed to me that they
have seen hundreds of cases of this mystery pneumonia. Troops returned from Iraq confirmed that many had it and
were not sent to US or Germany. The total is a very big number and I personally know one soldier that has had it four
times in the past 12 months.
35
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UPI Investigative reporter Mark Benjamin came across this story and I have tried to persuade
some of my sources to talk to him about what they know. They are afraid because the US Army
has threatened people regarding any discussion of the various medical conditions that are popping
up and, being confirmed by tests, and the apparent links that may go back to this sweetheart deal
vaccine that BioPort sells to our DoD as a sole source provider. I personally think if the whole
ugly story were known, the real manufacturer is DynPort and BioPort is a ruse knowing that the
litigation is coming and they are positioned already to make sure no plaintiff ever collects a dime
in judgments. There is a word that fits; it is called “sleazy”.
EXCALIBUR eNEWSLETTER
Mystery Pneumonia Hits Troops Overseas 37
Sep 25, 2003
Author: Daniel DeNoon
Source: WebMD Medical News
Sept. 11, 2003 - Severe mystery pneumonia has killed two U.S. soldiers in Iraq and sent
17 others deployed around the globe to the hospital.
The disease isn't tied to any one place, time, or military unit. And in 1997 -- before the
current Iraq deployment -- it struck two U.S. soldiers training in California's Mojave
Desert. This suggests it isn't related to enemy biological or chemical weapons, according
to a report in the Sept. 12 issue of the CDC's Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report.
What it is, exactly, remains a mystery. The disease is a very severe pneumonia that
develops quickly in both lungs. Those who get it soon need mechanical ventilation in a
hospital. Patients' lung fluids are full of immune cells called eosinophils - white blood
cells that engulf germs and parasites, but which are also common during allergic
reactions.
According to the CDC, only four of the 19 cases are confirmed and another six are
considered "probable." The other nine cases are "suspect."
Interestingly, nine of the 10 confirmed and probable cases involved soldiers who started
smoking after deployment. None of the nine suspected cases were beginner smokers. The
Department of Defense has issued a warning to troops that cigarette smoking -particularly beginning smoking -is a risk factor for the pneumonia.
For now, the disease is being called "severe acute pneumonitis with elevated
eosinophils." However, it's a lot like another mysterious disease: Acute eosinophilic
pneumonia or AEP. AEP is an acute pneumonia with fever but without identifiable
infectious cause. It starts rapidly and soon progresses to respiratory failure. And AEP is
linked
to
cigarette
smoking
-particularly
beginner
smoking.
The disease is not an epidemic. The 19 cases happened in various locations in Iraq (13
patients), Kuwait (three patients), Djibouti (one patient), Qatar (one patient), and
Uzbekistan (one patient). Only two patients came from the same unit -- and they got sick
four months apart.
The soldiers don't even have the same jobs, although 17 of the 19 cases are in the Army.
37

http://www.thehealthcrusader.com/pgs/excalibur/article_2003_09_25_5906.shtml
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Specialties included combat arms (eight patients), engineering (three patients),
transportation (two cases), signal corps (two cases), medical services (two cases), supply
(one case), and military police (one case).
"Initial data analysis suggests that medications, vaccines, and biologic weapons are not
associated with the disease," the CDC report states.
In an editorial comment, the CDC notes that while two U.S.-based soldiers came down
with a similar disease in 1997, no U.S.-based troops have come down with the disease
within the time frame of this outbreak - March through August 2003. Still, the editorial
asks doctors to obtain a travel history from anyone with a rapidly progressing pneumonia
and to alert the Army and state health departments if any returning troops have
unexplained respiratory failure.

Many of these pneumonia cases are arriving in Landstuhl on respirators or life support. Many are
never making it home alive and many have already died from it either in Iraq, Landstuhl or the
US directly or due to other fatal conditions that have surfaced and you will read about below.
Dead from Mystery Pneumonia
There are soldiers that have come down with this mystery pneumonia and have died as a result
of it. 38 UPI has been investigating this story. I have tried to get at least one of several US Army
nurses and doctors that I know that are part of the 94th General Hospital group from Texas,
Louisiana and Arkansas to talk to Mark Benjamin. They are afraid. With myself being from
Little Rock, AR and that portion of the 94th being based right here as part of the 90th Readiness
Command at Camp Robinson, North Little Rock, I know some of them personally.
The 94th General Hospital has been at Landstuhl RMC, Germany since March 2003. They have
seen it all coming out of the various places the Bush Administration has deployed our troops
because they go there first before coming back to the United States either dead, 39 or with body
parts missing, or health impaired, many for the rest of their lives. Some of them do not even
make it to deployment overseas, 40 and of course if it happens on our bases here it is super secret
per Bush and Rumsfeld orders.
They have seen a lot of these pneumonia cases 41 and have run many tests, only to find that there
is no underlying virus or bacterium that can be detected with the normal tests for pneumonia.
That means one thing – something else is causing this massive outbreak of pneumonia and all
fingers are pointing at the anthrax vaccine or that vaccine in combination with the Small Pox
vaccine that are routinely given to our troops.
When you read about Captain Jason M. Nietupski later in this chapter remember that he was
deployed to South Korea and there was no reason to have given him or any other US troops those
vaccines that were headed to South Korea. Was no reason at all, except money.

Mystery Blood Clots felling US Troops
38

http://www.upi.com/view.cfm?StoryID=20030807-043512-3755r
http://www.upi.com/view.cfm?StoryID=20030821-045901-1924r
40
http://www.upi.com/view.cfm?StoryID=20031119-032519-9383r
41
http://www.wsws.org/articles/2003/oct2003/casu-o10.shtml
39
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We have had healthy and fit US troops felled with mystery blood clots 42 , massive and fatal
pulmonary embolisms and even sudden death from fatal heart attacks. There is a parallel trend
where this is happening in the United States 43 and since the troops are not “forward” in the war
zone areas they are not listed among the casualties. Note the comment in this second linked
article regarding the symptom of pain in the legs and later on this article note the part about Deep
Vein Thrombosis and what are some of the causes of that condition and the relationship to this
anthrax vaccine.
The embedded reporter for NBC, David Bloom 44 , died suddenly while in Iraq of a massive
pulmonary embolism at the age of 39. I read one account where the medical examiner supposedly
stated that Bloom had the biggest pulmonary embolism (blood clot) he had ever seen.
I ask readers to pay very close attention to the footnote link regarding David Bloom and note that
he was complaining about cramps behind his knees shortly before died. You will understand
better as you read on.

DoD and Army admission that there might be a problem
Our DoD and various branches thereof are finally starting to admit that there is a problem 45 .
One can bet that this went over big at the White House and within the Office of the Secretary of
Defense 46 since it contradicts the official story line about how wonderful things are going.
However, they have not slowed up at all in making sure that anthrax vaccination is compelled
upon our troops. Even if they refuse, they are either forced, threatened or court martialed.
They are not talking about it much, but there have been soldiers evacuated and flown to
Landstuhl, Germany that had pulmonary embolisms. Some made it; some did not. Pulmonary
embolisms are notorious for causing death, but they are also notorious for causing heart attacks,
massive lung failure and strokes.
Ah, the best laid strategeries of men and mice, especially the greedy men.

Death is swift with Pulmonary Embolisms

NBC reporter David Bloom Dies In Iraq
Network Says Death Was Not Combat Related
POSTED: 9:25 a.m. EDT April 6, 2003
UPDATED: 6:08 p.m. EDT April 7, 2003
NEW YORK -- NBC anchor David Bloom has died while covering the war with Iraq.

42

http://www.upi.com/view.cfm?StoryID=20031006-113325-5591r
http://www.notinourname.net/troops/blood-clots-6oct03.htm
44
http://www.unitedjustice.com/stories/david-bloom.html
45
http://www.cidrap.umn.edu/cidrap/content/bt/anthrax/news/nov1903lacy.html
46
http://www.defenselink.mil/releases/2003/nr20031119-0656.html
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NBC says Bloom, 39, suffered a pulmonary embolism while embedded with United States
forces. His death was not combat related.

If one checks into the non-combat deaths of our soldiers in the Middle East they will find that we
have had quite a few young troops drop dead from heart attacks or pulmonary embolisms. Bloom
was required to take the anthrax vaccine to qualify as an “embedded reporter”. His death may
well be directly attributable to the Pentagon, BioPort and the Bush family.
The Young are Dying Young with massive heart attacks
The US Army lost a 4th Infantry Division soldier in Tikrit 47 that died from a massive heart
attack.
The youngest US troop that I have seen any such reports of sudden death, and was deployed
offshore, was a 23-year-old US Army soldier that dropped dead of a massive coronary in
Qatar 48 . Massive blood clots and heart attacks are definitely interrelated.

11-Jan

1

The U.S. Department of Defense raised the American death toll since the start of the
war to 495 on Sunday after the death of a 23-year-old soldier from a heart attack in
Qatar.

After I had finished this chapter to move forward, another National Guard soldier died in Kuwait of
an apparent heart attack.
An Army National Guard member serving in Kuwait died this week of an apparent
heart attack.
14-Mar

1
Sgt. William Normandy, 42, of East Barre, died Sunday while he was training with his
unit, Vermont National Guard Adjutant Gen. Martha Rainville said Monday.

Do I think Bush, Cheney and Rumsfeld would lie to us? They already have to get our support to
invade Iraq and Afghanistan as you will learn in Chapters 7 and 11. The Office of Special Plans
and manipulation of the intelligence is no longer a secret. I think they have lied to us about
Afghanistan and this entire GWOT too.
As we say in the South, dog bites me first time, his fault. Second time, my fault.
Factor X Deficiency
Factor X Deficiency 49 is normally an inherited disorder that prevents normal blood clotting
[hemophilia], and is linked to Amyloidosis. Many of the troops are being diagnosed as having
amyloidosis 50 within 4-6 months after having the battery of vaccines that are given by the DoD
47

http://www.arcent.army.mil/media_releases/2003/may/may29_07.asp
http://antiwar.com/casualties/list.php
49
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/article/000553.htm
50
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/article/000533.htm
48
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purportedly to protect our troops. Amyloidosis is a rare disorder where proteins are not properly
handled in the human body and form all kinds of bad things, some of which can lead to multiple
myeloma cancer. I can assure all readers that the incidence of Amyloidosis in our US troops is
way higher than 1:500,000.
Many of the troops are being diagnosed as having Factor X Deficiency as well, way above the
statistical norm for the population.
Another cause of factor X deficiency is amyloidosis (a disorder in which insoluble protein fibers
deposit in tissues and organs, impairing their function).
Factor X Deficiency is known to be linked to amyloidosis, and amyloidosis is known to be
directly linked to Deep Vein Thrombosis, a leading cause of pulmonary embolisms. One of
the presenting signs is what David Bloom was complaining about, pain in the thighs or behind or
around the knees. One of the problems in Deep Vein Thrombosis is the over production of fibrin
and the formation of blood clots in the lower extremeties.
It is no stretch at all that “blood clots” are also leading causes of fatal heart attacks, strokes, etc.
See this research finding below, available at the footnote link 51 .
Prothrombin 20210 Defect
I. Review: Prothrombin
A. Prothrombin is also known as Factor II
B. The conversion of Factor X to Xa changes prothrombin into its active form,
thrombin, which then accelerates the formation of fibrin. [author’s note – which
leads to internal clotting and can lead to heart attacks and pulmonary embolisms caused
by such deep vein blood clotting, known as Deep Vein Thrombosis. See the letter below
by Captain Jason M. Nietupski]

II. Mechanism
A. History - As with Factor V Leiden, Dutch scientists were investigating plasma
samples from patients who were clearly thrombophilic yet did not have the known
thrombophilic defects.
B. They discovered an abnormal prothrombin (Factor II) molecule, where there is a G to
A point mutation at position 20210.
C. Like the Factor V Leiden mutation, this mutation in prothrombin leaves the molecule
with normal procoagulant function but interferes with its inhibition (which is currently
unclear).
D. This entity explains perhaps 10-15% of inherited thrombophilia. However, this
mutation may be found in 1-3% of normal persons

III. Clinical Features - similar to previously described thrombophilic defects

51

http://www.medinfo.ufl.edu/year2/coag/p20210.html
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A. Increased risk of venous thrombosis and pulmonary embolism. Venous
thrombosis occurs most frequently in the deep veins of the lower extremities.
B. Thrombotic events begin in mid-late teenage years.
C. Mesenteric veins, inferior vena cava, renal veins are all susceptible.
D. Cerebral vein thrombosis can occur.
E. May be precipitated by provocations such as surgery, trauma, pregnancy, oral
contraceptive (OCP) use, or infection.
F. Arterial thrombotic events are not increased.

IV. Diagnosis and Treatment
A. Diagnosis of the Prothrombin 20210 mutation is made by PCR analysis of the DNA
from patients suspected of having thrombophilia.
B. Treatment of Prothrombin 20210 Defect
1. Acute thrombosis should be treated with intravenous heparin.
2. Long term prophylaxis should be undertaken with warfarin.
3. Long term low dose subcutaneous heparin can be used as an alternative to warfarin.
4. Peri-operative prophylaxis with intravenous heparin.

Over production of fibrin causes blood clots and at times massive blood clots, even fatal blood
clots. Factor X Deficiency is being found to convert over into Factor Xa and overproduction of
fibrin.
Amyloidosis is a rare disease but not in our military. It is also a disease that is not common in the
young but is very common in our young military and often presenting itself 4-6 months after
receiving the anthrax vaccination. Amyloidosis is a known precursor to multiple myeloma cancer
and is known to be linked to many symptoms that are described as “arthritic” and onset of pain
from unexplained origins including the thighs, knees and lower legs. Amyloidosis is regularly
being diagnosed at Landstuhl Regional Medical Center and the nurses are told to not put that in
the medical records in any way that links to the anthrax vaccine. The nurses and doctors that are
seeing this up close and personal are under threats from higher-ranking officers to never discuss it
or make any medical chain of evidence trail. It took me a while to do so, but I found nurses and
doctors who have had enough and are talking. Unlike some, they have a moral compass that
recognizes wrong when they see it.
Some of the early presenting symptoms of Amyloidosis are pains in the knees, lower back, neck,
or either the tops or bottoms of feet so painful the patient cannot walk at times, etc. Some of
those symptoms are also the symptoms of Deep Vein Thrombosis. Some think they have CFS or
fibromyalgia, or the flu, but some times that is not the right diagnoses. We have many troops that
have been evacuated from Iraq to Landstuhl, Germany due to such presenting symptoms and have
it diagnosed as “fallen arches” or “strained back” when that was not what the true problem was.
Some of those patients were in so much pain that staying seated in a chair was preferable to
getting up to get into a bed according to some nurses I talked to.
Some of the nurses were directly ordered to not put “Amyloidosis” in the medical record even
with confirmed test results in hand. They were repeatedly warned to make no connection
between the amyloidosis or the pneumonia or embolisms with the anthrax vaccine. See no evil,
hear no evil, speak no evil is policy within the Bush Administration and the Rumsfeld Pentagon
and especially when it might shed some light on despicable conduct of them or their buddies.
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The “incidence” of Amyloidosis in the normal population is about 1 per 500,000. I have met
several hundred in our US Army alone and about 25 such patients so the math is being skewed by
something.
One of my closest friends was diagnosed 3 years ago with Amyloidosis. Prior to that time I had
never heard of that disorder but I have seen it up close and personal in my friend. I am now
seeing the same symptoms in many of the military personnel that I know. My friend was in the
US Army and was given “certain vaccinations” and is rapidly approaching the state of being
terminally ill as a result of Amyloidosis.

Death can be Slow or Quick

FEMALE SERGEANT DEAD FROM
ANTHRAX SHOT 52 - WHEN WILL
PENTAGON END THIS MADNESS?

It had to happen sooner or later. And now it has!
SGT Sandra Larson of Fort Riley, Kansas is dead of "aplastic anemia," a virulent auto
immune blood disease. She died just 30 days after completing her series of Anthrax shots.
Her sister, Nancy Rugo, says the young NCO "went from a healthy woman just four
weeks prior to her death - June 14, 2000 - to having no bone marrow, platelets and an
extremely low count of red and white blood cells. It was as if there was something in her
that was killing her immune system, shutting her down."
There was no Pentagon press release from the supercilious Kenneth Bacon mourning the
death of this young soldier. The "official line" must be adhered to no matter what. After
all, this is a multi-million dollar "sweetheart" contract for a company owned, in part, by
Bill Clinton crony, retired Admiral William Crowe. Dollars and defense contracts must
always come before lives, right?
Retired Air Force LTC Redmond Handy, who resigned his officer's commission rather
than participate in what he calls a "terrible crime against our men and women in
uniform," warned "there are others currently at risk because of this flawed vaccine. I'm
afraid SGT Larson's death won't be the last," he told MilitaryCorruption.com. "When will
the Pentagon end this madness?"
In the final month of her life, Sandra told her sister it was the Anthrax shots that made her
sick. SGT Larson said the threat of court-martial or prison made her reluctantly submit to
the shots that ended up costing her her life.

Is anyone getting the picture yet? I am not a doctor and can see exactly where this one is headed
and who is to blame for it. It is an incestuous system that urgently needs to be fixed. It is
jeopardizing the health of our troops and the strength of this nation.
Uranium Exposure
52

http://militarycorruption.com/femaledead.htm
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Nurses are ordered at Landstuhl to make no medical records that would substantiate exposure to
depleted uranium (weapon of choice of our military). They are ordered to take blood, have it
frozen so DoD can go back and check in 2-3 years on that status of that particular soldier. Yeah,
right.
Drug Abuse
Many of our troops in Iraq are staying stoned out of their minds on cocaine and hashish. That is a
direct function more so of the orders and the needless risk the troops are being put under by
idiotic orders and getting to Iraq and finding out first hand that Bush and Rumsfeld are lying to
America. I addressed the nature of those orders in Chapter 2.
Steroids Abuse
Seems some of our “Couch Potato Generation” cannot “Be all they can be” without having to
resort to abuse of performance steroids. I bet you thought that the 2004 SOTU address by Bush
was just about all of those greedy pro athletes that are abusing steroids, didn’t you?
Diagnoses
Nurses are ordered to make no reference in the medical records of amyloidosis diagnosis and
suspicions relating to the Anthrax Vaccine.
Nurses are ordered to not make any reference in the medical records of confirmed uranium
exposure.
Nurses are ordered to make no official records regarding drug abuse and steroid abuse. The
military will use that later if that particular soldier becomes a problem.
Nurses are ordered to not make any reference in the medical records that would suggest links
between pulmonary embolisms, heart attacks, mystery pneumonia and the Anthrax Vaccine.
I have talked to nurses that saw amyloidosis diagnosis and what was entered into the medical
record was “sprained back”, or “fallen arches” or other conditions that would explain away the
symptoms since our troops have to carry the heavy packs.
There have been attempts to ban the use and compulsory use of this vaccine 53 , filed in
Massachusetts by State Lawmaker Rogeness and that vaccine being given to any Massachusetts
military or National Guard personnel. She was of course, ignored by the Pentagon and our
Congress.
There are problems 54 with this vaccine and we have some that do not want to admit it.
Captain Jason M. Nietupski, a true victim of the DoD and BioPort
Read a letter that one of our soldiers wrote about his experiences, and see how young lives are
being ruined in more ways than just risking their life to defend this nation. After I read this it is
53
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apparent to me that there are some in our government and DoD that could not care less about the
pain and suffering they cause.
Captain Jason M. Nietupski
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April 16, 2001
To Whom It May Concern:
My name is Captain Jason M. Nietupski from the 104th Fighter Wing, Massachusetts Air
National Guard. I am writing this letter to the Institute of Medicine to explain, for the record, my
adverse reactions to the anthrax vaccine, which was directed by the Department of Defense's
(DoD) Anthrax Vaccine Immunization Program (AVIP). I have served in the US Armed Forces
for nearly 6-years with a distinguished military record as both an Active Duty and Reserve
officer. In April 2000, I was a member of the 8th US Army, US Army Reserves in Farmington,
Michigan when I was deployed to South Korea for a 2-week military exercise. Prior to
deployment, I received numerous vaccinations from the US Army's 323rd Combat Support
Hospital. I started the DoD's Anthrax Immunization Program on February 12, 2000. In total, I
received 3 anthrax shots prior to deployment to South Korea. I began experiencing adverse
reactions to the anthrax vaccine immediately following the initial anthrax inoculation and these
chronic multi-system disorders have since progressed in severity. Since that initial anthrax
vaccination, 30 doctors including primary care physicians, hematologist oncologists, infectious
disease, ears, nose and throat (ENT), gastro intestinal (GI), vascular surgery, allergy and
immunology specialists have attempted to resolve my medical disorders.
Over a year has passed since my initial anthrax vaccination. Today, I have overwhelming medical
documentation supporting my claim that the DoD's Anthrax Immunization Program has caused
me significant long-term medical complications that will likely plague me the rest of my life.
Several physicians both within the Department of Defense (DoD), the Veterans Administration
(VA), and civilian practitioners have diagnosed my current medical condition as the following:
Stevens Johnson's autoimmune disorder, Lyme-like diseases, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, throat
disorders, and joint pain. In February 2001, Doppler studies of my Deep Venous System of the
left lower extremity identified Deep Venus Thromboses (DVTs), a potentially life threatening
disorder. The ultrasound identified a blood clot (thrombus) within the popiteal vein and also
within the deep venous structures of my left calf. Two weeks later, in April 2001, the thrombus
extended into my mid-thigh despite high dosages of anticoagulation medication (Lovenax and
coumadin).
Colonel Engler, Chief of the Department of Allergy and Immunology at Walter Reed Army
Medical Center in Washington, DC concluded that I had experienced a serious and severe adverse
reaction temporally related to the anthrax vaccine. In subsequent examination, Colonel Engler
noted that, "Reproducibility of systems suggests casualty in relation to anthrax vaccine." The
following are two brief excerpts from Colonel Engler, Chief of Allergy and Immunology at
Walter Reed Army Medical Center and Dr. Donta, professor of Infectious Disease at the Boston
University School of Medicine.

Diagnoses:
55
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"This patient's history is consistent with a reproducible mucocutaneous
reaction in the close temporal association with the anthrax vaccine. The
history of bloody nasal discharge at the time of the oral lesion flare raises the
concern of mucosal Steven's Johnson's (autoimmune) reaction and since the
lesions worsened with each does, there is a possible risk of a more serious
adverse drug reaction. Considering the fact that the patient has had 3 doses of
anthrax and the FDA has approved oral ciprofloxacin for acute inhalation anthrax
exposure, we would recommend a medical waiver for full deployability."
October 13, 2000; Colonel Engler(Department Chief) and Captain Waibel
(fellow), Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Department of Allergy-Immunology

Furthermore, Colonel Benson, Chief, Dermatology at Walter Reed Army Medical Center,
"Concurs with possible diagnosis or oral erythema multiforme potentially related to anthrax
vaccine." Colonel Block and Major Hwang, "Concur with diagnosis of Stevens Johnson's
secondary to anthrax vaccine adverse reaction." These narratives are found within Colonel
Engler's April 2001 medical assessment.
After receiving substantial and collaborating documentation from the Dermatology, GI and
Allergy and Immunology Departments at Walter Reed Army Medical Center, I decided to pursue
a "service connected" military disability through the Veterans Administration. A disability claim
was initially filed on July 16, 2000 at the Veterans Administration Medical Center in Leeds,
Massachusetts. On November 28, 2000, I was scheduled a Compensation and Pension Exam at
the Veterans Administration Medical Center in Boston, Massachusetts. Ironically, Dr. Donta, the
physician who conducted the medical examination, was an Infectious Disease (ID) physician
from the Boston University School of Medicine. Dr. Donta was confident that that I would
receive a disability based on my thorough medical documentation from DoD, VA, and civilian
medical specialists.
The following is one of many excerpts from Dr. Donta's medical examination.
Diagnoses: Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and Lymphatic Disorders
"Chronic fatigue, chronic Lyme-like illness that is secondary to the anthrax
vaccination in terms of reactivation of an underlying illness. The mechanisms
of this are not well understood. My own impression is that this is not straight
auto-immunity, but an activation of an underlying process. On that premise I
have given him tetracycline to take 500 mg three times a day, 20 minutes before
meals over the next three months. He had taken a short course of doxycycline
from one physician back on August 18th for two weeks with markedly increased
symptomatology. His throat got sore. His fatigue got worse and he was told to
discontinue this. This is an example of the type of reactions that we see in
patients with Lyme and Lyme-like diseases that probably reflect antibiotic
associated increased symptomatology. I will follow the patient myself because of
my own interest in chronic multi-symptom disorders along the way. He is
currently disabled from this in terms of his fatigue and these mouth issues."
November 28, 2000, Dr. Donta, Professor, Infectious Disease, Boston University
Medical Center
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In September 2000, I notified the US Army Surgeon General's Office (OTSG) in Alexandria,
Virginia regarding my adverse reactions to the anthrax vaccine. Colonel Randolph, Director of
the Anthrax Vaccine Immunization Program (AVIP) sounded concerned when I informed him
that not 1 of the 16 doctors that I have seen since February 2000 have either completed a Vaccine
Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) or reported my adverse anthrax vaccine reactions
to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Disillusioned with the lack of support through the
VA or DoD with treating and resolving my medical disorders, I notified my US Representatives
in Washington, DC as a last resort, to determine why a VAERS form had not been submitted to
the FDA. In March 2001, nearly a year after the onset of my chronic multi-system disorders to the
anthrax vaccine, the DoD finally submitted a VAERS form to the FDA outlining my adverse
reactions to the anthrax vaccine. From 10-13 April 2001, I was seen at Walter Reed Army
Medical Center to determine why my chronic multi-system disorders have progressed in severity.
In an extremely thorough medical assessment, Colonel Engler stated:
"(Jason M. Nietupski) has experienced a series of medical problems whose onset
was temporally related to his DoD-directed immunizations, to include anthrax
vaccine. Although causality of some of his problems (such as the
thrombophlebities) can be neither proven or disproved, the onset of his problems
is consistent with a classic adverse reaction, oral erythema multiforme/Stevens
Johnson's (autoimmune disorder)." April 13, 2001, Colonel Engler ( Department
Chief), Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Department of Allergy and
Immunology
My medical documentation provides overwhelming evidence, from numerous medical specialists,
that the anthrax vaccine caused me serious medical complications that have jeopardized the
quality of my life. My medical condition and health were superb prior to receiving the three
anthrax shots. Preceding the anthrax shot series, I was an outstanding athlete and excelled in
sports. I consistently surpassed most soldiers in my military units with regards to physical fitness
on the Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT). Today, I am unable to run or perform cardiovascular
exercises for fear that the blood clots (thrombus) may dislodge, cause a MI, stroke or pulmonary
embolism.
Many servicemen and women who volunteered to serve in the US Armed Forces have disclosed
to the military and the media that they have experienced either chronic or systematic adverse
reactions to the anthrax vaccine. I have enclosed a Power Point presentation, which stipulate that
the DoD's Anthrax Immunization Program has jeopardized the health and welfare of many of our
service members. Too many individuals within the US Armed Forces, like myself, have
experienced adverse reactions to the anthrax vaccine. I respectfully request that the following
actions be taken by the United States Congress:
1. Congressional hearings to evaluate service members' adverse reaction claims
2. Halt the DoD's Anthrax Immunization Program until long-term studies are
completed to determine whether the vaccine poses long-term health problems
3. Determine whether the sole manufacturer of the DoD's anthrax vaccine,
BioPort Inc., has violated any laws with regard to the quality and sterility of the
anthrax vaccine
4. Provide long-term medical care at DoD Military Treatment Facilities (MTFs)
for service members who have developed adverse anthrax vaccine reactions
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I sincerely appreciate your help and assistance. If you have questions with regard to this
document, I can be reached at (413) ***-****.

Encl: (3)
Medical Exam worksheet
Resume
Power Point presentation

Sincerely,
Jason M. Nietupski
Jason M. Nietupski
Captain, USANG

Recent updates from Jason:
Oct. 6, 2001: I am in California still. My line of Duty (LOD) was signed by the Commander of
the 88th Regional Command in Michigan in August stipulating that the anthrax vaccine caused
me DVTs blood clots, Stevens Johnsons Autoimmune Disorder, liver damage, and Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome. Actually, my case is very high up in the Pentagon. My case has been assigned
to Colonel Donahue, Operations Officer, Office of the Chief, Army Reserve Command. He told
me that the Army would not likely take me back as a Reservist since my blood clots - thrombosis
is a blood disorder and a disqualifier. My LOD is not at Fort Knox awaiting final signature from
the Personnel Section and then it will be finalized.
My VA claim is still awaiting completion. I submitted it in Jul 2000 - over 16 months ago.
Senator Kennedy has been very supportive. He was not happy that the VA Claims Board in
Boston found against me since they found against me since I was no longer on active duty. I was
given the anthrax shots as a reservist and the Board decided that I was not authorized disability
even though they concurred that I was disabled. Kennedy ordered my records sent to Washington
for review at the VA hQ. I have not heard what has happen recently but since I have the Pentagon
support and Kennedy, I am happy with the direction that both issues are going. I have a 5"
medical binder with over 30 docs notes that state that my medical problems are secondary to the
anthrax vaccine.
Its too bad I have been waiting over 16 months and I have paid the VA over $2000 to date for
care since my claim is still outstanding and I have to pay til the claim process if finalized before
they will repay me for these services. Hope this helps. I am in a good position all the way around.
Oct. 10, 2001: The US Army today finalized my service connected line of duty. They concurred
that the anthrax vaccine caused me deep venous thrombosis, chronic fatigue syndrome and Steven
Johnsons (oral mucosa) Autoimmune Disorder. After nearly 4 months, the US Army as seen in
the attached scanned file, took responsibility for the adverse reactions to my anthrax
immunizations. They concur that I am disabled from life and will likely claim such against the
US Army / Department of Veterans Affairs.

Author’s Note: The mention above of Chronic Fatigue and Lyme-like illness is also a presenting
symptom of Amyloidosis or arthritic like symptoms and unexplained onset of pain in the legs,
knees, etc and other symptoms that feel like flu. Some are even presenting with symptoms as if
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they have gone from perfectly healthy to massive cases of fibromyalgia or CFS over very short
periods of time.
Capitol Hill – Talking and Doing Nothing. Go Figure.
This is nothing riding on this matter but our national defense, the health and wellbeing of those
that put on a uniform to defend this nation, and that we are now probably facing huge future
Veterans Medical Costs due to incompetence, negligence and just plain old greed.
Republican Senator Kitt Bond 56 has been making noises about his indignation regarding our
troops not receiving the medical care they deserve. It would be helpful if such leaders would also
take umbrage to medical devastation that our troops are suffering at the hands of BioPort and
DoD style negligence and stupidity as well.
Democrat Senator Jeff Bingaman 57 has raised the alarm, but since the Senate is controlled by the
Republicans little is likely to come from his standing up for our troops. That is, as long as
President Bush and Rumsfeld refuse to stand up and do what is right. Senator Bingaman makes a
good point that now that Saddam is unseated and we are not engaged in anything remotely
resembling a war where CBW weapons might be used, it makes no sense to inoculate the 105,000
troops they are sending right now since they already knew about the problems. But inoculate
them they did and would not allow anyone to refuse the vaccines.

Some Never Learn from History
One of the untold stories about the 1991 Desert Storm [and this might be in part what George
Bush is trying to hide by Executive Order] is that the US military had to rush rheumatology
doctors to our fleet in the Persian Gulf and Red Sea due to a massive outbreak of arthritic like
symptoms. At that time, the doctors were stumped but as time often does, things began to
explain themselves. Many of those persons now have amyloidosis and some have advanced to
multiple myeloma or are no longer with us. Many have died from heart attacks, swelling of the
pancreas or other internal organs, pulmonary embolisms resulting from Deep Vein Thrombosis
and over production of fibrin due to Factor Xa, etc. The pattern is getting clearer every day that
“Gulf War Syndrome” is probably linked more to this vaccine than any other factor.
I know a rheumatologist that practices right here in Little Rock, AR, Dr. Christopher Adams,
MD, with the Little Rock Diagnostic Clinic, that was called up on emergency basis and rushed to
the Middle East when half of a carrier task force suddenly came down with “arthritis”. He was
the rheumatology doctor for my now ex-wife. Well, some know now that they did not come
down fleet wide with arthritis and what much of it was were Amyloidosis and Deep Vein
Thrombosis.
Many cases of amyloidosis are misdiagnosed early on as arthritis and there are over 105 types of
arthritis. Many times, only time will tell what the true diagnosis is.
Meanwhile, we have troops in Afghanistan, Iraq and other Bush Holiday Destinations related to
that huge Caspian Sea Basin Really Colossal Oil Deal that should be under medical care here in
the U.S right now.
56
57

http://www.upi.com/view.cfm?StoryID=20031106-021527-9841r
http://www.upi.com/view.cfm?StoryID=20031124-045156-7401r
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War is a Racket, Never Forget That
You should take the time to read what one of our Congressional Medal of Honor recipients wrote
about the war profiteers to better understand that for some, war is nothing but a time for profits
and lining their pockets. You might better understand how such corrupt practices get imbedded
into our system and will not go away.
Many years ago a retired General, recipient of two Congressional Medal of Honor awards wrote
an interesting story about our military-industrial complex, how greedy, incestuous and without
honor or morals it is, the same one that President Dwight D. Eisenhower warned us about.
His name was Major General Smedley Darlington Butler 58 - United States Marine Corps
[Retired]
For those not in the know, the Carlyle Group is headed by a former Secretary of Defense Frank
Carlucci. That firm has acquired many defense related companies over the years and now is
involved in a significant sector of our defense related budget during most fiscal years and Major
General Butler knew their type well. Carlyle was recently awarded by Bush – Rumsfeld a $2.4
billion contract to build a vehicle for the FCS, or Future Combat Systems through the Carlyle
owned United Defense. Not to mention that they are profiting on the exclusive little Anthrax
Vaccine deal on the side. Not to mention that such an award to any firm that his father is directly
involved in – is indeed a conflict of interest regardless of what the definition of “is” is.
Wouldn’t it be a kick in the groin that Al Qaeda and the much-heralded Iraqi Republican Guard
could not slow down our troops, and George Bush, Daddy Bush and their rich arrogant greedy
buddies figured out a way to bring down our entire military with their greed?
I am not an antiwar person. I firmly believe in this nation, and a strong military. But I no longer
believe the Bush family cares about this nation, except what they can access for their rich friends
and themselves at the expense of the rest of us, and they especially do not care for the average
non-wealthy, non-Neocon American or Our American Troops.
Anything that they say and put forth as photo ops are merely despicable lies. The proof is in their
actions and the end results of those actions are truly tragic.
This research has been an abject lesson and reminder to me. We have people in this nation that
are in and out of uniform that do not serve this nation. They only serve certain masters and greed,
and being persons who would well fit Dante’s Purgatory and those Seven Deadly Sins. We have
people in suits pretending to serve this nation and do not for they serve the same masters and
greed.
Collectively, and regardless of which uniform [uniform or suit], they disservice and dishonor us
all. The only way to put a stop to that is to root them out and cast them out once and for all.
It is like I have said for years about Wall Street; “No one can convince me that they cannot find
men of honor and integrity to lead our largest Wall Street firms and corporations. They do not
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http://lexrex.com/enlightened/articles/warisaracket.htm
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want honor and integrity in those lofty realms that would blow the whistle on them all. They want
the greed and corruption to continue and put money over integrity every time.”
Yes, I did say that.
I know a young man that was in Desert Storm in 1991 - 1992. He is from Arkansas and the son
of some very close friends. He was with 7th Armored Division, based in Germany at the time.
When Desert Storm happened and George H W Bush ordered the attack, he was with the
Advance Recon groups ahead of 7th Armored and its advance into Iraq. His particular group was
within 15 miles of Baghdad six weeks before the invasion started.
He was given that anthrax vaccine. Before he was deployed to the Middle East, his wife got
pregnant. His health started failing while he was in the Middle East and got much worse after he
returned to the United States and his wife’s health starting failing in unexplainable ways too.
They dismissed his health as “Gulf War Syndrome” and shrugged their shoulders about why his
healthy wife was suddenly not healthy at all and she was not in the Middle East at all. The first
child was born, and a reader would have to have seen that child to truly appreciate what I am
about to say. The child was almost two before it could even roll over, or crawl, or do anything
but be lethargic.
They eventually had three children and none of the children are normal. The health of this man,
his wife, and their three children is devastated and it is all traceable back to amyloidosis, Deep
Vein Thrombosis and that despicable vaccine.
That there are people who know and have known for a long time that the anthrax vaccine is
poison, and they keep pumping that poison into our troops, is in a word despicable. I am not even
sure if that word is strong enough but it is the only English language word I can find that seems to
describe such misconduct, such negligence, such wanton greed.
In October 2003 that poison was pumped into my son, and I may have a future with my only child
and any grandchildren God may bless me with being only a nightmare thanks to George Bush,
Rumsfeld, BioPort, DynCorp / DynPort / CSC, et al.
That this anthrax vaccine is connected to the father of George W Bush and his influence peddling
for Carlyle Group, and that it is known that this anthrax vaccine is poison, is ranking right up
there as despicable conduct too.
Just so you know clearly what kind of folks work over there at DynCorp they were found guilty
in the US and UK of racketeering and engaging in sex slave trade 59 in Bosnia. Such great “points
of light” ambassadors for the United States indeed, and they are up to their ears in work handed to
them by the Bush Administration. Bear in mind that this “sex slave trade” by DynCorp came to
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http://www.globalresearch.ca/articles/GUA108A.print.html; Dyncorp's British Subsidiary Sued in the UK. British
firm accused in UN 'sex scandal': International police in Bosnia face prostitution claims; By Antony Barnett and
Solomon Hughes, The Observer, London, 29th July 2001. Posted 17th August 2001. A former United Nations police
officer is suing a British security firm over claims that it covered up the involvement of her fellow officers in
sex crimes and prostitution rackets in the Balkans. Kathryn Bolkovac, an American policewoman, was hired by
DynCorp Aerospace in Aldershot for a UN post aimed at cracking down on sexual abuse and forced prostitution in
Bosnia. She claims she was 'appalled' to find that many of her fellow officers were involved. She was fired by the
British company after amassing evidence that UN police were taking part in the trafficking of young women from
eastern Europe as sex slaves.
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light “on the Bush Watch” and he just keeps handing out hundreds of millions and billions in
non-compete contracts to these scumbags.
In fact, if I were a prosecutor or an attorney I could take the information that I know right now
and commence not only class action lawsuits for damages into the hundreds of billions of dollars
for harm that have been done to our troops with this deadly anthrax vaccine, but, when weighed
in the bigger context of what this vaccine is doing to our troops and our National Security, people
knew about it all along, I could launch a very terse case against multiple parties for treason
against the United States of America.
Next time I hear George Bush profess what a Christian he is, or how much he loves our soldiers,
or how pro-family he is, or what a great War President he is, I might just throw up.
Their Halliburton, Kellogg Brown & Root, CNI buddies down Houston way just got their
kneecaps knocked off in a recently completed test 60 , using their less than pure product (as
compared to ours). It is the heavy metal acid residue after they do the acid rinse to get to 70-75%
purity and we do >99.5% first run without the impurities. Just imagine, they do not want to talk
to us. They don’t want us playing in their Neocon Plunderer games.
Frankly, ask me if I care. BWWWWWWAAAAAAA, HAAAAAAAAAA, HAAAAAAAAA!
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March 29, 2004, 12:52AM; Study raises concerns over buckyballs; Brain damage found in fish exposed to
nanotechnology: By ERIC BERGER, Copyright 2004 Houston Chronicle Medical Writer. New research
suggesting that buckyballs -- the super tiny, soccer ball-shaped form of carbon that helped start a revolution in
materials science -- may be toxic is likely to raise environmental alarms in the burgeoning, much-hyped field of
nanotechnology. In the first work of its kind with animals, a study announced Sunday found that buckyballs, discovered
two decades ago by a Rice University scientist, cause brain damage in fish. The Dallas researchers tested the
nanotechnology particles in nine juvenile largemouth bass. None died after being exposed, but there was a breakdown
of some fatty tissues in their brains after 48 hours. This brain damage in the exposed fish was 17 times higher than in
nine unexposed bass. There were no outward behavioral changes in the damaged fish, although such illness is often not
readily visible in wildlife, the researchers say.
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